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Artist Profile
Aerica Raven Van Dorn

Artist Biography

Aerica Raven Van Dorn was born in Wichita, KS and received her BFA in Sculpture from Wichita 
State University. During her time in school, she studied under master scenic painters and set 
designers featured in Wichita Music Theatre. This foundation in paint and environment has 
lead to Aerica’s passion for visual narrative and bringing the artistic experience to the most 
unexpected of places. She has worked in both mural and installation format for a large portion 
of her life--over ten years.

Upon moving to Austin in 2015, Aerica has delighted in collaboration with fellow muralists, 
diverse artists, and more scientifically minded colleagues to bring art wherever it can reach 
people. Her choices are careful and made with intent to
activate the space around the artwork. Aerica strives to bring art to the people in their day 
to day life, not force people to come to the art in a sterile gallery setting. By creating art for 
the environment, Aerica has made a diverse portfolio further complimenting her skill. She 
currently works as a lead designer and muralist at Watson Murals, (a locally grown business in 
Austin), and spends her free-time creating work for volunteer organizations intent on making 
art accessible to everyone.

Aerica, like many artists, dreads writing her own biographies. Her work speaks better than she 
does, but she can be a pretty good talker, too.

Name Aerica Raven Van Dorn

Website ---

Instagram @aerica.raven

Facebook /aerica.raven

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78727
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Artist Profile
Aerica Raven Van Dorn

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Airbrush by Amy

Artist Biography

As a freelance artist for more than 30 yrs specializing in airbrush I’ve worked in many different 
mediums and genres. My absolute favorite being whimsical and fantasy style art. I continue 
to challenge myself and find new ways to grow as an artist through imagination and problem 
solving.

I thrive on creating one of a kind pieces based on location, size and individual needs of my 
clients. My work inspires and brings a smile and is always done in a timely manner. A long time 
resident of Austin gives me a rich history and knowledge of our community and cultures.

Name Amy Young

Website www.airbrushbyamy.com

Instagram @Airbrushbyamy

Facebook /Airbrushbyamy

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78745
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Artist Profile
Airbrush by Amy

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Anna Ganina Art

Artist Biography

Painting for me is a form of communication, the purest way to express my thoughts and 
feelings. The choice of color, the use of lines, the texture of paint are all tools I use to tell a 
story, to express my ideas. For better understanding and deeper examination, I like to focus 
and analyze an idea over several paintings in a series. Each series thus consists of paintings 
that present a similar idea, but  focusing on different characteristics of the subject matter. I 
also work with different mediums and materials, and play around with light, color, and texture 
to create an interesting surface and to further explore my subject matter. Once I feel a subject 
has been fully explored, I move on to a different idea and begin working on a new series. 

My current work draws strongly on a wide range of unique life experiences, as well as the 
study of architecture and nature. My paintings are not just descriptions of reality, but also 
reflections of my thoughts and feelings at the moment of inspiration.

I have been commissioned to create public art work in the past, while I lived in San Diego from 
2004 to 2006. I have experience painting interior and exterior murals. I have attached my 
resume and several images of my paintings to this application. One of the images is a design 
for an outside mural that I recently submitted to the city of San Marcos. Another image is of a 
10 foot umbrella painted to decorate the courtyard of a condo complex built in San Diego. I’ve 
created several umbrellas like this, one for the courtyard in San Diego’s City Hall and others 
for architectural developments. 

Name Ganna Ganina

Website ---

Instagram @annaganinaart

Facebook /annaganina.art

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78704
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Artist Profile
Anna Ganina Art

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Bydee

Artist Biography

Painting for me is a form of communication, the purest way to express my thoughts and 
feelings. The choice of color, the use of lines, the texture of paint are all tools I use to tell a 
story, to express my ideas. For better understanding and deeper examination, I like to focus 
and analyze an idea over several paintings in a series. Each series thus consists of paintings 
that present a similar idea, but  focusing on different characteristics of the subject matter. I 
also work with different mediums and materials, and play around with light, color, and texture 
to create an interesting surface and to further explore my subject matter. Once I feel a subject 
has been fully explored, I move on to a different idea and begin working on a new series. 

My current work draws strongly on a wide range of unique life experiences, as well as the 
study of architecture and nature. My paintings are not just descriptions of reality, but also 
reflections of my thoughts and feelings at the moment of inspiration.

I have been commissioned to create public art work in the past, while I lived in San Diego from 
2004 to 2006. I have experience painting interior and exterior murals. I have attached my 
resume and several images of my paintings to this application. One of the images is a design 
for an outside mural that I recently submitted to the city of San Marcos. Another image is of a 
10 foot umbrella painted to decorate the courtyard of a condo complex built in San Diego. I’ve 
created several umbrellas like this, one for the courtyard in San Diego’s City Hall and others 
for architectural developments. 

Name Brian Joseph AKA Bydee

Website www.bydee.com

Instagram @brianalexisjoseph

Facebook Brian Joseph

Twitter @bydeeartgallery

Zip Code 78749
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Artist Profile
Bydee

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Christy Stallop

Artist Biography

Christy Stallop was born and raised in El Paso, Texas. Her family was very encouraging in her 
artistic pursuits including ballet, piano, and art. In high school, Christy was president of the 
art club and was named most artistic student her senior year. Her fine art pursuits took a 
backseat during college when she decided to become an art teacher. After getting her degree 
in art education from St. Edwards University in Austin, Texas, she taught at a small tier 1 
charter school in East Austin for 11 years. During that time, Christy continued her artistic 
endeavors by immersing herself in children’s illustration and became the illustration chair for 
the local chapter of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators organization for 
10 years. During that time she published several children’s books, and posters. Christy also 
traveled and continued her fine art education taking classes and workshops around the world 
including a month long stay in Florence learning ancient techniques such as egg tempura and 
Frescoes. In May, 2016, Christy decided to take a sabbatical to paint full time for a year. The 
sabbatical has been extended and painting has become her primary pursuit. 

Name Christy Stallop

Website www.christystallop.com

Instagram @cstallop

Facebook /c.a.stallop

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78746
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Artist Profile
Christy Stallop

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Cody Schibi

Artist Biography

Cody Schibi is a freelance illustrator in Austin, TX. He has painted murals & has worked for & 
with amazing clients such as: Alamo Drafthouse, ACL Festival, Fun Fun Fun Fest, Spratx, Hops 
& Grain, Irie Bean Coffee Shop, theCHIVE, Santa Cruz, SXSW, Independence Brewing, Ariescope 
Pictures & many other smaller organizations. Cody also creates poster & shirt designs for 
different bands & films as well as occasional toy packaging art. He currently teaches 4th 
& 5th grade at a private school here in Austin where he also taught art for 3 years prior to 
kindergarten-5th grade. Schibi’s art has been labeled “gracefully grotesque” as he takes a lot 
of inspiration from monsters & the horror genre. He has had solo art shows at Spratx Gallery, 
Harlingen Arts & Heritage Museum & Irie Bean as well as being included in numerous group 
shows from all over. His main goal is to bring joy to those who look at his art & hopefully 
inspire those minds. 

Name Cody Schibi

Website codyschibi.com

Instagram @codyschibi

Facebook /codyschibiart

Twitter @codyschibi

Zip Code 78748
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Artist Profile
Cody Schibi

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Daddy Otis

Artist Biography

Since moving to Austin in 2013 I have been a big fan of our fair city and it’s artist friendly 
culture.   I am a video game character artist and have been for 20+years, but after finding the 
art scene here in Austin, I became involved with Free Art Fridays, I have learned to chainsaw 
sculpt, as well as paint graffiti.  I’m a regular at Hope Outdoor Gallery and go by the handle 
Daddy Otis.  I’ve been fortunate enough to paint at the X games with SprATX, Chainsaw carve 
at Doug Moreland’s annual Calffry Carving parties, and was the Austin Art Battle Champion 
this year.  I have a flair for working within the confines of a structural layout and find it a fun 
challenge to take decorating objects to the next level, and I also have a fun , lighthearted, 
cartoony style that is palatable for all ages... and think your current project would be a blast.

Name Robert Wallace

Website ---

Instagram @DaddyOtis

Facebook /scr3wballstudi0s

Twitter @Screwball_Otis

Zip Code 78758
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Artist Profile
Daddy Otis

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
David Mills Studio

Artist Biography

From the political epicenter of Washington DC to the live music capital of Austin, Texas, David 
Mills continues to expand his repertoire of creativity and innovation in the arts.

His background includes a University teaching position,  business owner,  community leader 
and studio professional.  

His themes range from quintessential American iconography to universal human experience.
With his signature attention to detail and unique approach, David continues to turn out an 
amazing and original body of work. 

David’s varied life experience provides a unique perspective from which he employs a myriad of 
traditional as well as unconventional materials and techniques. His process is often complex 
and tedious resulting in thoughtful and engaging work that is constantly evolving to stay 
fresh and relevant.

David has exhibited his work around the United States and is currently represented by two 
notable  galleries in Arizona and New Mexico.

Name David Mills 

Website www.davidmillsart.com

Instagram @davidmillsstudio

Facebook /DavidMillsStudio

Twitter @americanstroker

Zip Code 78732
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Artist Profile
David Mills Studio

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Emily Ding

Artist Biography

Emily Ding is a muralist from Texas. She most often has animals as her focus and uses a 
glowing spectrum of colorful spray paint to create her large scale artwork. Emily explores 
human emotions and experiences through expressive animals, using fur, feathers, and scales 
to tell a story.

Name Emily Ding Han

Website www.emilyding.art

Instagram @_emilyding

Facebook ---

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78736
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Artist Profile
Emily Ding

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Helena Martin

Artist Biography

Based in Austin TX, Helena Martin’s colorful murals can be seen throughout the US and 
abroad. Portraiture, flora, fauna and a rich use of color are some of the signatures of her 
aesthetic.  Martin creates works for corporate and non-profit clients nationwide as well as 
teaching urban art workshops for children and adults alike.

Name Helena Martin

Website helenamartinart.com

Instagram @helena_paints

Facebook /Helenamartinart

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78751
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Artist Profile
Helena Martin

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
J Muzacz

Artist Biography

I was born and raised in Houston, TX, and graduated with a degree in Sociology from the 
University of Texas. I currently live in Austin where I have off and on for 15 years in between 
living and traveling overseas.

In New Zealand, I was invited to participate in the international mural competition in Katikati 
and won second place for my naturalistic piece titled, Greetings from Aotearoa. I have been 
recipient of both a Texas Commission on the Arts grant and a public art commission by the 
City of Georgetown Arts and Culture department. This year I was also honored to be chosen as 
the 41st Annual Pecan Street Festival’s featured artist and provided the event with an original 
design for their T-shirt and poster.

Since 2005 I have taken part in dozens of exhibitions in America, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and New Zealand, including international group shows and three solo exhibitions. Also, I 
frequently paint for festivals and events with clients such as SXSW, Austin City Limits, Trouble 
Maker Studios, HOPE Outdoor Gallery and Capital Metro.

My commercial mural work is in collections around the world including Taiwan, Japan and 
New Zealand and the US.

Currently I am designing and fabricating my first official public art commission for the City of 
Georgetown’s new Municipal Courthouse. I am also mentoring and working with a group of 
LatinX teen interns through the Caminos program at the Mexican American Cultural Center 
as we create a 200-square-foot glass mosaic mural about important and influential Latina 
cultural icons and the creative voice of our youth. Both projects are set for completion in 
Spring 2019.

-J. Muzacz 

Name Jonathan Muzacz

Website jmuzacz.com

Instagram @jmuzacz

Facebook /jmuzacz

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78751
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Artist Profile
J Muzacz

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Kimie Flores

Artist Biography

My name is Kimberly Nicole Flores “Kimie” I was born and raised in Uvalde Tx, After I 
completed high school I attended college at Texas State University. I received a bachelors 
degree in Communication design with a minor in Studio arts. I utilize these skills in my work 
with my mix of design elements and street art. I like to use high key colors collaged with 
realism playing with the push and pull of the space. I am heavily influenced by European art. 
After taking classical oil painting seminars I shifted my focus to street art. My goal was to 
merge the two worlds in a harmonious way. I currently reside in Austin Tx working as a tattoo 
artist and freelance graphic designer. 

Name Kimberly Flores

Website www.kimieflores.com

Instagram @KimieFlores

Facebook Kimberly Nicole Flores

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78736
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Artist Profile
Kimie Flores

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Liza Fishbone

Artist Biography

Liza Fishbone is a multi-disciplinary artist based in Austin, TX. 

Through her work, she confronts the intangible nature of Space and Home, and explores the 
feeling of belonging one place and many places simultaneously. Liza uses the world around 
her as a canvas, bringing attention to surfaces otherwise overlooked. 

Growing up surrounded by painters, musicians and storytellers taught her the importance 
of public art and introduced her to world of thinking big. From a young age, she learned to 
paint by climbing alongside her parents as they created murals in St. Louis. Her work is heavily 
influenced by her time spent in the scenic department of The MUNY Opera, where she became 
obsessed with paint mixing, the studios of Syracuse University earning a BFA in Fashion Design, 
and traveling around the world with just a backpack.

Liza is also the creator of The Moon Puppies, an interactive universe from millions of smiles 
away. Through The Moon Puppies, she invites people into another world where they can lose 
themselves in the absurd and rediscover their childlike sense of wonder.

Her clients include STL Style House, Capital Factory, Phillips 66, School of Rock San Ramon, 
Willert Home Products, and more. She is a proud member of Chalk Riot, On The Wall 
Productions, HOPE and Art Seen Alliance.

She is fueled by marshmallows, dance music, and getting lost under tall trees.

Name Elizabeth Fishbone

Website www.lizafishbone.com

Instagram @lizafishbone

Facebook ---

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78722
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Artist Profile
Liza Fishbone

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Mez Data

Artist Biography

Mez is most known for richly colored portrait and figurative paintings. Samples of his work 
can be found on the streets, restaurants, and throughout homes across America. Born just 
outside Chicago but raised in Texas, Mez attended the Art Insititute of Houston.

The complex range of Mez’s styles can be summed up in a couple of key works. His ‘Susanna 
Dickenson and Child’ piece found in the historic town of Gonzales, Texas, showcases his ability 
to create fine art that highlights more than just the obvious; and his “”Third Eye Cigarette 
Guys”” display seemingly aggressive characters that have a way of radiating subtle emotion 
and distinct personality with every twinkle of the eye.

In 1996 Mez was a young artist who created his first graffiti piece under a bridge along some 
railroad tracks. Always inspired and motivated by the works he saw through, illustration, 
comics, graffiti and fine art he worked over the years to hone his skill any chance he got. After 
years of cutting his teeth and developing his style, he is a member of two legendary graffiti 
collectives, Time Is Too Short from California and the crew that put Texas on the map, No 
Boundaries.

As a lifelong student of art, Mez will never stop learning. He continues to perfect his craft 
by focusing on highly rendered, sometimes photorealistic pieces. In the future, he plans to 
produce more canvas work and looks forward to unveiling them in galleries alongside some 
of his favorite contemporaries. 

Name Blake Bermal

Website mezdata.com

Instagram @mezdata

Facebook /mezdata

Twitter @mezdata

Zip Code 78723
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Artist Profile
Mez Data

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Mila Sketch 

Artist Biography

Mila Sketch is an award-winning Artist based in Austin, TX.

Mila is also a scientist. She loves history, technology, and nature. Mila leads us through milliard 
of tiny perfectly connected details to a global and whole mechanism. She works with a set of 
symbols appealing to the viewer of diverse cultural backgrounds.

Her art is fascinating and can hold the observer’s attention for hours. There is always a hidden 
story, a profound message captured in a labyrinth of fine lines and intricate shapes.
Mila consistently creates captivating large-scale murals, fine art, digital design.

Her work was exhibited in Israel, Russia, England and multiple cities in the US. Mila created 
art for many reputable clients, such as MazdaUSA, Google Fiber, Hensel Phelps, Austin Parks 
Foundation, just to name a few.

She won numerous awards in commercial art competitions and public art. The painting “”Star 
Compass”” received a Gold Award of Bastrop Art in Public Places in 2D Art Project. Mila’s coin 
design made into finals of the US Mint & NASA Apollo11 National Coin Design Competition. 
She took the first place in the National Call for Design for the CAN’d Aid Foundation. Mila’s 
winning artworks can now be seen on a million cans of drinking water, thousands Thunder 
Clouds Turkey Trot 2018 t-shirts, hundreds of wine bottles and more.

Mila Sketch fine art originals currently exhibited at the People’s Gallery in the City Hall of 
Austin. Her large murals are located on the principal streets of downtown Austin, Georgetown, 
and decorating the walls in the offices of the top Austin companies.

Mila Sketch is currently working on a massive art project for Austin Bergstrom International 
Airport. The artworks will be displayed at the new terminal in 2019, and will fully cover the 
number of six walls in the high traffic area.

Name Liudmila Dixon

Website www.milasketch.com

Instagram @mila_sketch

Facebook /artmilasketch

Twitter @milasketch

Zip Code 78745
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Artist Profile
Mila Sketch

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Niz 

Artist Biography

Hi, my name is Niz. I have been at the centerfold of the Austin urban art scene for the past 
10 years. From my title as “Austin’s Queen of Stencil Art” in The Statesman to recognizable 
murals all over the city that have become urban landmarks (Homeslice’s Mr. Rogers and Pee 
Wee Herman “”Don’t Hate””, Sugar Mama’s Run DMC and LL Cool J, and portraits along the 
tracks across from Yellow Jacket Social club before it was developed...I have been a part of the 
urban landscape for as long as I have lived here. As a visual voice for the skateboarding/hip 
hop community and most recently the old school musicians that play The Continental Club, I 
feel my work represents the beautiful heartbeat of the genuine Austin spirit.

Having made my start here painting on 7.5x20” sheets of grip tape on skateboards to my 
largest scale work on Ben White and Congress-25x50’, my work renders well on both small 
and large scales. Being primarily a street artist, I am used to flexibility and challenge as far as 
surfaces go. Having worked as a full time artist, I am familiar with working within budgets and 
time constraints.

Painting a mini mural for the city would be a fun and exciting project. I would love create 
something that represents the vibrant spirit of the city.

Name Eleanor Herasimchuk

Website www.nizgraphics.com

Instagram @elenizzle

Facebook Eleanor Niz

Twitter @elenizzle

Zip Code 78704
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Artist Profile
Niz

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Paige Martin

Artist Biography

An artist of many sorts, Paige is the hand behind countless innovative up-scale interiors. A 
professional dancer and choreographer, Paige first entered the world of interiors as a plasterer 
during the ‘90s Venetian plaster craze, mastering the of art of Venetian stucco and Fresco. 
From her experience in film/tv, museum/gallery fabrication, installation, and styling, her skill-
set encompasses all manner of architectural finishes, and expertise in color and materials. 
Otherwise traditionally untrained, her natural flair for design, artistic sensibilities, and singular 
style lead her to work alongside some of the leading talents in design, architecture, and craft 
to produce exceptional high-end interiors. Always meticulous, and with an eye for quality, her 
technique produces the finest of finishes.  

Also I am mostly a dancer/artist, painter, maker, and gilder. I love painting murals and objects, 
and am looking for any and all kinds of opportunities to use my skills in the ATX! 

Name Paige Martin

Website www.paigemartindesigns.com

Instagram ---

Facebook ---

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78704
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Artist Profile
Paige Martin

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Red Rider Studios

Artist Biography

My name is Norma Jeanne Maloney my studio Red Rider Studios is currently in Taylor, but I 
work in Austin. 

I am a 30 year veteran of sign painting and murals, with a host of work all over North America.
My work has been featured in the New York Times, a book call Sign Painters and a documentary 
called The Sign Painters. 

I paint on anything from a famers sign to FaceBook offices in Austin and beyond.

This project looks like a creative break from client work.

Most recently featured in Adobe magazine and in Edible Austin.

I am always interested in projects that think creatively outside of the norms. It is my expectation 
that if chosen I will create an interesting and engaging piece within the boundaries of the 
project on time and on point. Everything I make here at Red Rider is with my hands, nothing 
is computer generated, from the sketch to the final piece. I work with wood, glass, metal and 
found objects. My murals have been as large as 70 feet, so working tiny would be a great twist. 

Name Norma Maloney

Website redriderstudios.com

Instagram @redriderstudios

Facebook Norma Maloney

Twitter ---

Zip Code 76574
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Artist Profile
Red Rider Studios

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Shawn Briscoe

Artist Biography

I moved to Austin about nine years ago, and before that lived in the Houston area. 
I mainly do pet portraits in oils and acrylics. 

I’d like to do something that everyone in that neighborhood is proud of. I’d like to do something 
that makes them smile, or laugh, and brings the community together. 

Name Shawn Briscoe

Website ---

Instagram @portraitsbybriscoe

Facebook ---

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78753
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Artist Profile
Shawn Briscoe

ARTWORK EXAMPLES
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Artist Profile
Wild Spirit Artworks

Artist Biography

I am a professional mural artist and watercolor painter. In the past 4 years I have painted 7 
transformer box murals, commissioned by the City of Bastrop, Texas, plus 5 larger murals for 
the city of Smithville, Texas, and one mural that covers 4 sides of a small building in the city 
of Elgin, Texas. I’ve painted several barns, walls, and various odd spaces for private individuals. 
I was commissioned to paint two cows for Austin Cow Parade, one of which (“Cowjunto”) 
sold for $27,000. Two of the transformer box murals in Bastrop won first place in the people’s 
choice award for best mural, two consecutive years.

I am experienced in working in the field of public art, and I am easy to get along with. All my 
designs for murals were approved by those commissioning them before work started. I can 
work with you. I can take orders and I can give orders. Sure, I’m weird – this is Austin.

A major component of mural painting is knowing the materials to use, and how to use them. 
From years of experience, I have learned how to use industrial paints that will not fade nor 
wash out, and what cover coats make them last. Murals I painted 8 years ago look as bright as 
the day they were finished.

Besides outstanding skills in watercolor and mural painting, I am proficient in acrylics, oils, 
sculpture with polymer clay and earth clay, and Photoshop, including digital art.

I am also a skilled art teacher, and work well in groups.  I teach art classes for 3 autistic people, 
and I teach science, math and music to two autistic children as a volunteer.

I would be thrilled to paint an electrical box in Austin.

Name Elizabeth Bess Sullivan

Website www.wildspiritartworks.com

Instagram ---

Facebook Elizabeth Bess Sullivan

Twitter ---

Zip Code 78758
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Artist Profile
Wild Spirit Artworks

ARTWORK EXAMPLES


